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BOARD MEETING – April 15, 2020 
(Via Zoom) 

 
PRESENT: 
 

ROGER CROOK  
PAT DEGNAN 
SCOT DESORT 

MICHAEL ILARDI 
 

GLEN KATZ 
MARK KEMPNER 
STU KIPILMAN 

STEVEN KOENIGSBERG 
 

MICHAEL LYNCH 
JOANNE MACHALABA 
BEVERLY NEMIROFF 
KRISTEN NEU  

  

AMI NICKEL 
RUSSELL NOLAN 
KIM STECHER 
MICHAEL STOCKNOFF 
ROBERT TORCIVA

ADMINISTRATION:   ROBERT ROSSMEISSEL, Esq. 

ARRIVED LATE: ROBERT TORCIVIA @ 8:12  

ABSENT:  AMI NICKEL 
  
 
Michael Ilardi, President, called the meeting to order on Wednesday, April 15th, 2020 at 8:00 p.m. 
 
Kim Stecher Roll Call  
 
Michael Ilardi  
MOTION #1: Motion to approve the minutes of the March 18th, 2020 Board Meeting. 
2nd by Kim Stecher 

Michael Ilardi Does any one have questions or changes to the minutes? 
Joanne Machalaba 

- Treasurer’s Report: Change month from February to “March”. 
- Bottom of page 7 – The words in bold were missing and should be added:  As the treasurer I do not “have” a problem 

… This has been on the table for a long time and not doing this particular job is “not” going to make or break us ….  

Pat Degnan 
- Page 2 under President’s Report, I wanted to go over that we did speak about the possibility of suspending the 

interest charges on Dues that became late after May 1st. Kim brought it up and I responded also on it. 
- I want this noted in this month’s minutes because at one of the meetings I was at it was said that it was not discussed 

at the Board meeting.  

            Motion Carried 
Michael Ilardi 

- Asked Kristen Neu if she abstained. Response by Kristen Neu:  Yes. 
- Could you maybe give the Board a reason? This is 5 or 6 months in a row and I keep getting questioned why you 

abstained and you don’t give a reason if there is an issue with the minutes.  
- Response by Kristen Neu:  There is nothing to discuss now. 
- When would it be time to discuss because the Board is interested? You are a Board member and have been abstaining 

from the minutes as if there were an issue with the minutes. 
- Response by Kristen Neu: I have the right to vote how I am going to vote and I don’t need to give an explanation but if 

you want to talk about it, we can do that at a later date. 
- You said that a couple of months ago and the Board keeps asking me why you abstain. For the record you have no 

reason that you want to give to the Board? 
- Response by Kristen Neu:  I do not have anything at the moment to share, no.  
- Is there a due date when this would be explained to the Board?  
- Response by Kristen Neu:  I don’t owe an explanation for my vote, so no. If you want to speak to me about it you can 

reach out to me.  
- I’m reaching out to you now in front of the entire Board. 
- Response by Kristen Neu:  You can reach out to me at a later date, Mike.  
- I will not talk to you one-on-one because I do not trust you. That’s on record. 
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- Response by Kristen Neu:  Okay. 
- Okay. 

 

Michael Ilardi 
- I would like to recognize all the medical personnel and essential workers out there and everyone working from home 

dealing their kids not being in school and not having daycare and everything else going on. It’s very stressful. I would 
also like to appreciate our staff for stepping up, working from home with quite a few glitches in the beginning and 
worrying about what is going on and dealing with their own family issues. I appreciate that. 

 

CORRESPONDENCE 
March 28, 2020 - Stephanie Hantman & Barry Silbiger – 12 Lake Shore Drive 

- Mike, I just wanted to take a minute to share with you and the Board (if you would kindly share) a note of Thanks 
regarding all you do for our community. In seeing all the people on FB saying they are sending harsh emails to 
complain about whatever….I felt it was important to send a note of support. You and the Board are chosen to 
represent us all and make decisions with the safety of our community and its financial security in mind. This is no 
doubt a challenging thing to do even in good times. The office staff, employees and volunteers, Board and others, 
should be commended and I am grateful for all you endure. Whether its Annual Dues, Budgets, Dock and Land spaces 
or whatever comes next…we are on the side of doing what is best for all of us. Best, Stephanie Hantman and Barry 
Silbiger. 

April 3, 2020 - Ray & Regina Brennan – 139 West Lake Shore Drive 
- This is the couple that wrote to us last year to put something in the newsletter about an organ donation. This is just a 

follow-up letter from them.  
- Dear Mike, Just a short note to tell you my jazz musician friend, which I wrote to you about and made a plea for a 

kidney donation (and you published a notice in the White Meadow Lake Newsletter) received a donation from a living 
donor at St. Barnabas Hospital in Livingston. Thank God and you for your help and compassion. He is currently 
recuperating at home in Bedminster, NJ, and the kidney is functioning normally. The donor is also doing well. 
Sincerely, Ray & Regina Brennan 

- Question:  Asked if donor was from White Meadow Lake? Response: No, these people were the people that 
requested it. 

That’s two nice letters to get. 
 

GOOD & WELFARE   
 

Pat Degnan – 88 Valley View Drive 
- There were a lot of meetings due to the situation that were changed as far as time and date. I do attend a lot of the 

meetings and I only have one conflict during the year but I think that when we change a meeting from its regular time 
I think it is very important that it not be scheduled when there is another regularly scheduled meeting because that 
can impact other residents also. I feel very strongly about this and I wanted to make sure I got this out there. 

- I received an email from CAI about a Board Leadership Development Workshop. It is not until June and I will give it to 
Michele so she can make sure that everyone gets a copy if they are interested. Hopefully by that time anybody who 
wants to go to it could go to it. 

- I also got an alert from CAI regarding the Negotiating Membership meetings so that we make sure that we follow our 
rules. It does give us the authorization to do it remotely like we are doing it.  

Joanne Machalaba 
- On the Board Leadership course, Kristen and I took that last year and it was very valuable. I would encourage sending 

one or two more people this year. I will also comment that CAI has office manager training and other office types of 
trainings. So, as a resource for us they are, I think are even better than COLA quite honestly. They are on the front 
lines, they send emails to all us that are on their email list telling us about legislature, etcetera, etcetera. I would 
encourage all of us if we had the opportunity to get on their mailing list and take a look at their courses and programs. 
I think their Board Leadership was great and very worthwhile.  

Charlie Bogusat 
- I’m sorry, but I would just like to say that I am a little bit offended about what you said about COLA. So far, all the 

information that we have about how we are dealing with State Regulations in relationship to the virus is coming from 
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COLA not CAI. I have been passing on what we have been doing at the COLA meetings.  I do not see any information 
being passed on from CAI yet. COLA is specific to lakes in Morris and Sussex counties where CAI isn’t.  

- Response by Michael Ilardi:  They both have resources but don’t need to debate which one is better. 
Mark Kempner – 4 North Lakeshore Drive 

- I’d like to go on record into the minutes that I totally feel it is not right to single out a board member for her vote. I 
feel it is unprofessional and insulting to tell a board member, in front of the Board and public, that you do not trust a 
board member without reasons. I am very proud to serve with that Board member. I do not need a response. 

Scot Desort  
- If there is anyone who dialed in from the public and wish to speak, raise your hand and click the button on the bottom 

of the window and I will unmute your microphone. 
- I don’t see anybody. 
- Michael Ilardi: We will have another one at the end of the meeting so you have another opportunity. 

 

PRESIDENT’S REPORT 
- The office has been working at home since March 20th. Crystal is on furlough and has the opportunity to collect 

unemployment since April 8th. There was not enough work for her to do from home. She usually mans the phones and 
desks and does tasks at the office. Since she is not in the office there just is not enough work. 

- Basketball/Boats: The basketball courts were never a problem with people playing since we closed them. There have 
been people on Facebook posting things that people are reacting to but those things were not happening. People 
were reacting to things not happening and putting fake pictures on Facebook from what I understand. Since they have 
been closed it has been fine. I spoke with the police. The police are fine with what we have with the caution tape up 
and they have not seen any issues since we had them closed. The ball fields have been closed since before the 
mandate came from the State. I worked with the Lake committee, mainly with Kurt and Suzie, to get the people who 
did not have boat assignments from the past because when that message hit Facebook my email and phone was going 
crazy that night. The people I spoke with I said would be accommodated because I thought it would not be fair to any 
new residents and new boat owners to have an opportunity to tie up someplace. We did accommodate everybody. At 
each beach and the Clubhouse location we are tying up kayaks and canoes. It is to our benefit because the more boats 
that we have, the more dues that are paid before they launch their boats.  

- PayPal Account: Lauren set-up an online PayPal account for the dues and other payments in the office. She was 
looking at several different options to see which would be most cost effective and work best with the office systems 
and that’s what they came up with. 

- I’ve asked Maintenance, and asked Charlie and Kurt, to install plastic shields in front of the office windows before the 
office staff returns to work with a 4” window to the counter to pass the binder through, along with a partition 
between the two desks so there is protection between the office staff sitting there. 

- I would like to thank Scot for setting up the Zoom for all the committee meetings and this meeting; and for all the 
work in the office setting up computers for the staff to work at home. 

- Alum Lawsuit:  I would like to thank Joanne, Ryan, Michele and Rob for the Alum lawsuit. A lot of work went into that 
pulling up the records. Joanne was pushing for a lot of information going back years that we did not have records of. 
We got a lot of stuff. Rob and the law firm worked very hard and we got a $24,000 recovery check from the lawsuit. In 
a class action suit, you usually get .35 cents and the lawyers clean-up but, in this case, we got quite a bit back and that 
money was put back in the Alum Line, which will be surplus or used to offset the other lines this year. I think there is 
still more pending on that class action lawsuit, so there is a possibility of getting something in the future. Thank you 
very much to everyone on that. 

- Newsletter:  The newsletter went out for April electronically and I’m sure it will go out electronically in May also. It is 
just about the end of the month and I don’t think we will have a process in place to manually label them with what is 
going on. 

- Facebook:  When you see stuff on Facebook, if you could check with the office, if it’s something that is going on a lot 
of times it’s just people putting stuff out there and reacting to other comments that may not be facts. Check with the 
office to see what is actually happening you’d be better than reacting to what we see people saying. If you correspond 
with the attorney can you copy me on it, I would appreciate it so I don’t have to get caught up later on 

- Dues: The dues due date was extended to July 1st and that was done on April 1st. The late fees we discussed at the 
Board meeting about extending to July and not impose the late fees until then. There was a lot of discussion and 
feedback on social media. Some of the Board members were chiming in about extending the due date to July because 
the government was extending the taxes. Joanne and I were in the office signing checks when this was going on that 
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Wednesday, April 1st. At first, I just wanted to leave it at May 1st and see what happens but there was a lot of 
feedback, negatively, about not doing something when the government was doing stuff, people were suspending 
mortgage payments, and everything else that was going on at the time. We decided to extend it to July 1st and we 
sent a note out to the Board. I think Pat Degnan responded it and no one else responded positively or negatively to it 
and that was posted on Facebook and our Socialize page by Laurie, either on the first or the following morning. That 
was not done by me alone; it was done by me, Joanne and Laurie. We discussed it back and forth and we decided 
because of the feedback we were getting, to extend it and show that we have some compassion for what’s going on. I 
personally only got the one email from Pat when we sent the email out that we did it. 

- Anybody have any questions? 
- Comment by Glen Katz: I don’t think we should entertain anything that anybody says on Facebook. The people that 

are complaining are the same people, and I don’t have to mention names, we all know who they are. Don’t even 
entertain what they are saying. Like Mike said, maybe do a fact check with the office but don’t respond to anybody. 
There is no winning there. You just keep going, and going, and going. We’re each our own person but I just would not 
engage. 

- Response by Michael Ilardi:  I don’t engage. I don’t read it. I hear it second hand from different Board members or the 
office tells me what’s going on unless they email me personally. I got several emails about what the government was 
doing and White Meadow Lake doesn’t care and things like that. That’s why when we were talking that day, we 
thought it would be a nice gesture to do and we did that. 

- Glen Katz:  I definitely agree with that but the fighting back and forth on Facebook just doesn’t get you anywhere.  
- Charlie Bogusat:  Somewhat related to the Facebook post, last week somebody called in a false alarm about a 

wedding being held at the Clubhouse and the police showed up. I’m wondering if it’s the same people that are posting 
untruths on Facebook.  

- Suzie Palazzo:  One of the things you guys know concern wise for the office staff, some of these things are put on our 
official Facebook page and they are legit questions. That’s where some things are coming up. They are not actually 
complaints but actually legit questions regarding the dues. When we saw that, and I think Laurie when you spoke to 
Mike, I’m not sure, but as far as taking action or some type of answer, the community was looking for an answer as to 
what was going on with the dues. When you’re asking over and over again on our official site, they kind of expect an 
answer. The other sites we are not required to answer but when it’s on our official page that’s where we have the 
issue. Out of respect, something needs to be said. 

- Laurie Marks: I want to say I disagree with you. Especially when it’s the same person over and over and over again and 
complains on every Facebook page. 

- Suzie Palazzo: But if they are asking a question, I’m not saying the complaints, the questions. 
- Roger Crook:  Do we know how many separate people did post something or asked a question? 
- Response by Michael Ilardi:  No, we don’t know how many. If I react to the majority, we will react to nobody because 

the majority is happy that’s why I think we see how many people, 29 participants, I think it says if that’s accurate what 
I am seeing. Most people are happy. Three weeks ago was a different time than it is now. It was more at the beginning 
of this pandemic. People were panicking, worried and reacting. Joanne, me and Laurie, what was going on and the 
feedback we were getting at the time, we acted to the best of our ability to try to show compassion to the part of the 
community that was showing concern about what we were discussing and what was going on.  

- Steven Koenigsberg: The only thing I was going to say, and what I found over the last couple of weeks, is that how 
many people don’t understand how the Board works. When I see people making comments, for example, like about 
you Mike, I talk to people all the time. When they say I can’t believe Mike did that and I say Mike did not do that, 
there are committees. When it came to the boats, we have a committee and the committee makes a decision and 
then notifies the Board how things are being handled. I work on Operations and Maintenance. When you see things 
being fixed, our committee works on that and we notify the Board. The Board make take a vote if it’s spending money 
but otherwise it’s the committee making the decisions on the area they control. I do not know how people feel about 
this but if questions get to that WML page I honestly feel bad for Suzie having to respond to a lot of this. She is not the 
decision maker but when people are unhappy with the answers, they kind of blast her and I don’t think that is fair. I 
don’t know how the Board feels about when questions hit that WML POA page if the head of the committee, if it’s in 
their area, should take responsibility for making a response and maybe even explain it. Mike, I feel bad for you 
because a lot of the stuff is directed at you and you honestly have nothing to do with a specific decision. For example, 
reassigning the boats which is a good decision. It works for this year but it was not like you came down as President of 
the Board and said this is how we are doing it, everybody else go screw yourselves. I don’t think most people in the 
community understand how the Board functions when it comes to that.  
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-  Michael Ilardi:  I agree. Thank you. 
- Joanne Machalaba:  When it comes to Facebook, I think it’s a good pulse of the community for those of us who do pay 

attention to those sites. There are the usual cast of characters who will always be saying negative things but when you 
start to hear from newer people about legitimate questions – one was about dues and waiving of late fees and the 
other was about boat assignment situation. I think when you see newer people weighing in their legitimate questions, 
typically what I have done is I go back to the office, Suzie and others and say alright how do we want to respond to 
this. Let’s organize ourselves in a thoughtful way and let’s give them a legitimate response. When it came to the boat 
spaces, we had to talk about that with Lake committee, and with you Mike, and we came up with a solution and that 
is what went out. I think that is a good process. When you see people start making noise about a particular, if it is 
legitimate and they are newer people I think we should respond on our official page. I think over the last year that has 
gotten some traction that people are going to our page and not going to other sources. I would encourage those of us 
who do monitor that, I think it is the pulse of the community and we should respond to legitimate questions with fact-
based answers. 

- Michael Stocknoff:  Joanne, should we reach out to them individually instead of possibly creating, you know, what 
always turns into a negative dialogue on Facebook? 

- Joanne Machalaba: So, you are asking me, I would say if it seems to be a particular individual situation, yes. But if it’s 
when are the gates going to be opened so I can put my boat out there, that will affect a lot more people. Recently on 
that topic there are a lot of different opinions on what we should be doing about beach access and rack access. That’s 
the nature of the beast. There a lot of different opinions. At the end of the day those opinions have to get rolled up to 
people that then have to make a decision and give community direction. I think that is pretty much what happened 
here. I think that’s, for me, a case that worked out relatively well and I think the outcome we’ve seen it start to 
happen is working pretty well. 

- Robert Torcivia: On Facebook, like the Sailing page I put up there, you can create files and the files are saved in a very 
specific section and are very easy to find. You can create videos. One of the things I was thinking of suggesting is that 
we can create a video about how the Board works such as if you want to change this go to this committee. The kind of 
question that the office gets all the time is or the kind of thing that maybe again reflects too much blame goes to one 
person, it’s always going to be the President. It would make sense if we put together something, I think, that basically 
says this is the structure and at the end says these are the committees. I know we have that on our regular webpage 
that nobody reads any more. If we have a video, people would click on it, 3-4 minutes, this is how it works if you got a 
problem this is where to go. It might save the office staff from having to say the same thing over, and over, and over 
again.  

- Glen Katz: I don’t want you guys to misinterpret what I was saying. I completely agree if there is a legit situation that 
we need to address the community with, I am 100% behind that. I was talking about the other people.  

- Suzie Palazzo: There is one thing I want to make the Board aware of, I don’t know if Mike even heard this, I heard 
earlier this week and everyone should know this anyway, the Fire Marshall approached one of our security guards and 
was questioning him as to why people were allowed on the beach.  Obviously, we were letting people on the beach 
just to put their boats on the racks. So, I don’t know if you heard anything yet. I’m just letting you know he did come 
by and he was taking it out on security and security said you have to talk to the powers that be. Just so you know what 
is going on. 

- Response by Michael Ilardi:  I thought it was a police officer that asked but I did speak with the police that were sitting 
at Beach 2 and explained to them why the gates are open. I asked them to please forward that to whomever needs to 
know. I said it is only open for people to access their kayaks and boats and not to congregate on the beach. I told 
them that if they see that to please feel free to address it and when we have security on, they are keeping an eye on it 
also. They were fine with that when I spoke with the officer at Beach 2. 

- Charlie Bogusat:  Was that the Fire Marshall, Suzie, or the cops?  
- Response by Suzie Palazzo:  They told me the Fire Marshall. Whether it was, I do not know. That’s what the security 

guard told me. 
- Beverly Nemiroff:  I was down there the day you opened the gates for kayaks. When you go to the back where the 

kayaks are, the fence is broken again because two people were on the beach, one with a dog, and they were walking. I 
don’t know if they saw me standing right there but they scouted around back of the wall and went across the 
property. I just want you to know in case you have to have it checked out again. 

- Michael Ilardi:  Charlie, can you have Maintenance check it out and make sure that fence is not cut again in the back 
of Beach 1? 
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- Charlie Bogusat:  Here’s the problem, you can fix it tomorrow and Saturday it will be cut again. They have cutters and 
just keep cutting it.  

- Michael Ilardi:  Do we know if it is cut this time? 
- Charlie Bogusat: I do not know. They have bolt cutters. We throw barb into the ground, we wove heavy wire through 

it and we wove cable through it. They have bolt cutters and cut it in the middle of the night. Maybe we should plant 
some thorn bushes? 

- Pat Degnan:  Maybe put some poison ivy there and they will never come back.  
- Michael Ilardi:  If it’s damaged, let’s repair it. 
- Kristen Neu:  I realized with Marketing and Communications we had a discussion but we didn’t submit the minutes. I 

just looked and realized they weren’t there regarding social media and Facebook. It has been a topic that has been 
brought up a lot on kind of how to solve it. So far, the best thing we came up with was, you know, there are so many 
different social media and Facebook management type courses out there. We are going to see if there any resources 
for us through CAI or COLA that would be more specific for a community like ours before going out to broader training 
classes but that is something Ami and I are both working on. We are looking up just some type of class that would give 
some better tools for the office so that even though they have the unfortunate task of maybe responding to some 
comments we may not like, they would be better equipped to respond to those and just to make sure they have some 
training and better resources so they can manage it and its not such a burdensome task for them. We’ll continue to 
do that and see if we can find something. So far, I have not found anything with CAI. They seem to be a little silent on 
social media stuff. That’s really not their thing, but we will find something to recommend. 

- Mark Kempner: Scot, is there any way to jerry rig some portable battery-operated camera on the gate that keeps 
getting cut on a temporary basis? Does it have to be fed into anything, just recorded?  

- Scot Desort: We talked about something similar for the swim lanes and there are field cameras that hunters use that 
have rechargeable batteries. We could possibly hook up to the Optimum Wi-Fi if we could pick up a signal on that 
back portion of the beach. I suspect we won’t get a signal back there. The swim lanes are much closer to the street.  

- Mark Kempner:  Do we need a signal versus just a recording? 
- Scot Desort: Yes. I’m thinking we need to record for days and days? Right? 
- Mark Kempner: No, you get a motion detector. That’s how they do it. 
- Scot Desort: Oh, alright. Well that’s possible then. I thought you needed to have some internet connectivity. We can 

certainly look into that. 
- Charlie Bogusat: If I may say so, Kurt and I looked into it. I guess we can do it. It will be a couple of hundred dollars for 

a decent camera.  
- Michael Ilardi:  There is Wi-Fi on that beach though. Right? 
- Charlie Bogusat: There is Wi-Fi but I don’t know if it goes that far. We can get a camera, record the image and take the 

SD card out of the camera and download it onto the computer. 
- Mark Kempner: We can try that and catch these people. 
- Charlie Bogusat:  The police feel secure in identifying the Beach 3 vandals and I’m pressing charges in court against the 

people that dump household garbage in the litter baskets at the A-Field. We have evidence on that. The only problem 
is because of the virus that’s holding back the actual meeting between the police and the people that are actually 
considered to be the culprits. The police assured me that they are just putting it on hold and they are actually going to 
do it. They feel they have identified the people. So, these cameras work.  

- Question by Steven Koenigsberg: Are these White Meadow Lake residents? 
- Response Charlie Bogusat: The one that’s dumping garbage at the A-Field is a White Meadow Lake resident. I do not 

know if the other person is or not. They are on tape. The police feel 99.9% that they know who it is. It’s just a matter 
of the police not being able to go to their house during the pandemic.  

- Michael Ilardi:  I’d like to apologize to Kristen for saying that I did not trust her to speak with her one-on-one. I will 
not apologize to her for asking why she voted that way because I had many Board members ask me to find out why. 
It’s not my place to tell the Board why, it’s her place so that’s why I asked her why. She has a right not to tell us but I 
have a right to ask when many Board members have asked me why. I do apologize for making the other comment. 

 

OFFICE REPORT  
- April 2020 report distributed in packet by email. 

 

SITE MANAGER’S REPORT 
- April 2020 report distributed in packet by email. 
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MAINTENANCE REPORT 
- April 2020 report distributed in packet by email. 

 

TREASURER’S REPORT 
- April 2020 report distributed in packet by email. 
- 25% of our budget has been spent, which is the same as it was last year.  
- Dues: 
- Our latest dues collection we have is through April 14, so it is slightly higher than what you see on the report. What 

you have here is 39% but Laurie went back in and captured through yesterday so it is 42%. 
- That is 10% less than the same time last year. We are tracking behind about $200,000. 
- We’ve only had 3 hardship cases make requests to us. One has done it before and has not been a surprise. The good 

news is we don’t have many people applying for hardships.  
- The other good news is that we expect dues will continue to track upwards because we did push out the due date. 

Laurie is confident we will start to see a pick up and I support that. I want to thank Laurie for getting us these latest 
numbers. We will continue to watch that closely.  

- Country Club: 
- We are starting to see the impact on Country Club. We had a very strong start to the year over last year at last 

month’s Board meeting. We were really tracking upward but now we are back to the same place as last year.  
- The total net income for Country Club is about $214,000 so far this year.  
- Pre-School: 
- The good news is that Pre-School’s net income is up 29% at $31,000 versus $24,000 so they are driving a little bit of 

revenue. 
- Question by Stu Kipilman:  Since we are closed for a month, are we refunding money? 
- Response by Joanne Machalaba: No, the kids are still in school and the teachers are still running virtual classes and 

keeping programs running for the kids and the parents. 
- In terms of the Pre-School teachers, we have not laid anyone off. The teachers are working remotely and we are 

paying their salaries, as many of the schools are. 
- Monthly Spending: 
- I have started doing some trending on what our average monthly spend is relative to the dues that we are bringing in. 

For the time being we are fine. I think we have to all watch our spending. I sent out a note to the Board saying 
Committee Chairs if you could just look at your spending. I sent a particular note to Beverly on some of the upcoming 
Camp and Beach costs because those are big ticket items. I want to make sure we don’t get ourselves in a position 
where we sign contracts or are committed to spend money that we ultimately cannot get out of, spending it and not 
needing to. I think we will be fine. We will keep watching it. I think the next month will be critical. 

- Question by Stu Kipilman:  Can we consider not paying rent for the next few months? To hold back, it’s $15,000 or 
whatever the rent is? We can start to curtail whatever we can at this point. 

- Response by Michael Ilardi:  We do have the agreement from January that says we are obligated to do that but I think 
that is something like Joanne said, we will have a real good idea by July because people pay their dues when they sign 
up for camp, sign up for dance, sign up for karate and they do their boats. We still did the boats but we’re not really 
having anyone sign up for camp in the last month, I don’t think. We have not had the karate and dance classes to get 
those people to pay their dues early so I think by July we will really have a good idea where we stand. Then maybe we 
can have a motion to amend the agreement, if we need to, for the rent.  

- Response by Joanne Machalaba:  I wouldn’t stop paying rent now. Any other questions? 
- Payroll Protection Program: 
- I will further comment that there are programs out there made available to the Small Business Bureau. One is a 

Payroll Protection program. We started a lot of leg work to prepare to submit to that because it looked like we could 
get upwards of $100,000 and it would actually be a forgivable loan if we used it towards payroll, payroll expenses, and 
payroll insurance. It turns out that Community Associations are not eligible for the program. Tom, our accountant, did 
not know that. I actually found out through CAI. I want to thank Ryan for working with me to pull together a lot of that 
information. So that is sitting on hold. We are writing petitions along with other community associations to see if they 
would open that program up. It would cover our payroll expenses for two months and it will be forgivable if we put it 
towards payroll. The intent is that you do not have to lay people off. We have been in a good position to not have to 
do that very much but we don’t qualify for that program.  
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- Emergency Injury Disaster Loan Program: 
- The other program you may have heard about is the Emergency Injury Disaster Loan Program. That one we would 

probably qualify for. Again, the intent is to use it for primarily for payroll expenses. We get an upfront grant of 
$10,000. It’s called a grant, it would not be a loan, which means it would not have to go for community vote. The 
Board can approve it. My concern at this time, downstream, in order to get forgiveness of that “loan” that becomes a 
grant we really have to demonstrate financial hardship. I’m not sure if our dues continue coming in, as we predict 
they will, we won’t face a financial hardship. So, I don’t want to be in a position where we go for a grant and if we 
don’t qualify as eligible, it turns into a loan and we will be in breach of our Constitution.  

- So, I am informing you about these two programs because we have done a lot of homework and legwork and I have 
talked to a lot of people on this. The Emergency Injury Disaster Loan is available through December, so we have some 
time. I think we should give it about another month to see what our dues influx is and what our expenses are looking 
like. Then if we want to proceed with this, it would be a Board decision on how to go about that. 

- Michael Ilardi:  Even if the dues are slow coming in, we are guaranteed to get our dues which are due this year at 
some point, even if it took a year, or two or three or the sale of the property. We have the mechanism to collect those 
dues. So, if we have a shortfall this year and applied for this, we’re still guaranteed to get that money down the road. 
That might be something to consider before applying for that and that could be a decision later in the year like Joanne 
said, let’s see where we stand. 

- Joanne Machalaba:  We are working with Rob, our attorney. Thank you, Rob, for drafting the letters going to our 
senators and government officials to make a petition for opening up the PPP program.  

- Charlie Bogusat:  May I draw your attention to what I sent you earlier today or yesterday? You know the pending 
Senate legislation to which I believe passed, #2330, in relations to collections which I sent as an attachment to an 
email. It’s many pages long, a lot of detail about when and if you can collect. I would hope that everyone would read 
that closely. 

- Joanne Machalaba: That was sort of put on hold. Rob could probably comment more. It sort of been turfed right now. 
We also have written letters to fight that as well.  

o There is a bill pending in NJ Senate that community associations should not push to collect dues and should 
not have people penalties pretty much for the balance of this year.  As you can imagine, community 
associations are fighting that because we need dues, it is our livelihood and here especially we need our 
dues. We have a Class 1 Dam that needs to be inspected this year and other things that need to be 
maintained in terms of the community properties, the lake and lake quality. Other communities, along with 
us, are all writing to our senators. 

- Any comments that anyone wants to add that Joanne did not cover? Response:  None 
 

LEGAL COUNSEL’S REPORT 
- Michael Ilardi: I would like to thank you to for everything you have done. It’s been a very busy month and I really 

appreciate your availability and attentiveness to everything that comes your way from us.  
- Thank you very much. 
- There has been a lot of back and forth that nobody will be surprised to hear. 
- S2330: A bill in Trenton that basically would put a stop during the emergency period and I believe for sometime after 

to certain collection of delinquent debts. It applies to a lot of different entities such as credit card companies and 
other lenders. The legislation included community associations. We just wrote a letter to the sponsors of the bill in 
Trenton basically asking that they remove community associations not because we don’t think that we should be 
more lenient with collections down the road depending on how everything shakes out with this, but just because we 
don’t want the State to obviously take away the right for us to decide how we do this ourselves. So, Monday, as 
Joanne suggested, it was basically shelfed and that does not mean it was stopped but if it passes it’s really not the end 
of the world for White Meadow Lake. We prefer it doesn’t. Dues will still have to be paid. Dues will still ultimately be 
debts owed to White Meadow Lake. We just wouldn’t be able to take certain collection efforts during the emergency 
period and, I think, for a certain period after. 

- Paycheck Protection Program: Joanne has done a lot of work looking into this. As Mike was basically saying, I think we 
have a lot of concerns about whether we qualify anyhow. Community associations as it stands are not eligible but if 
we were eligible that would be another thing we would have to revisit down the road because even though it would 
potentially be forgiven if standards were met, it would still be a loan in the meantime, so we still have to go through 
this special procedure in the Constitution where the whole community votes and we get 2/3 votes to borrow money. 
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- Emergency Injury Disaster Loan Program:  Joanne and Ryan, and a bunch of other people, have been doing a good 
job on the legwork for this. If we did this and thought we could qualify, we would just apply for the $10,000 “loan” 
and that is what would be advanced to us upfront as a $10,000 grant. We would only do that if we were sure that we 
could meet the standards that it was a grant and not a loan. We don’t think we would have to go to the community to 
vote on this program. We are still looking into that.  

- In the meantime, we are writing letters to your House and Senate Representatives in the Congress and U.S. Senate 
about community associations qualifying in the next round of the Paycheck Protection Program. 

- We will do a few others things for the employees of White Meadow Lake.  
- Everything else we have been doing will be addressed in other parts of the agenda. 
- Keeping busy on other various researches, assignments and projects. 
- Question by Kristen Neu:  Rob, I know on two of the items you were referring to you were talking about writing 

letters. Would you recommend sharing a letter with the Board so if we wanted to send that wording, on our own 
personal behalf, to our representatives? Response: Sure. Even if it is duplicative it still is instead of one email from all 
2,000 residents/2,000+ homes they’re getting it multiple times. 

- That’s a good idea. I know that when COLA drafts a letter it will send to everybody and just say send this form letter. 
We can do the same thing for White Meadow Lake for anyone who wants to can send it. I can just circulate the letters 
that I wrote to the Board for whomever wants to send them out. Response: Thank you. 

- Michael Ilardi:  Does anyone else have anything for Rob? No response. 
 

COMMITTEE REPORTS  
Bar & Rental  

- All rentals are being canceled on a month-to-month basis. So far, all canceled through April 30.  
- Addressing rental deposit inquiries on a case-by-case basis, giving renter ability to re-book for a future date for the 

same price as their current contract. 
- Beer has been run through the lines in both bars during the closure. 
- We will have beer lines cleaned late in April. 
- Trivia night canceled. 

School Food Drive 
- Michael Ilardi: Laurie got a call in the office for a school food drive and asking to use our parking lot. They would 

have kids out there in a car, they would leave a cardboard box where people would individually drop food off. 
That’s the basis of it and my question was why can’t they use the school parking lot? The school would probably be 
able to get a police officer there to help monitor it. I know Laurie wants to address so go ahead. 

- Laurie Marks:  
- I spoke with a woman and this is an initiative by the MHHS Hope Club, a community service club for Morris Hills. 
- They are do gooders basically. 
- I called her and very nicely asked her what the reason was they could not use the school parking lot since it is high 

school related, a high school club and it is a big lot? She said Dr. Toriello approved the initiative but no one is 
allowed on the school campus. The whole school campus is on lockdown, including the parking lots. 

- Michael Ilardi:  This is for a church in Dover. I know there are White Meadow Lake residents. The Board can chime 
in on this but it’s going to be an attraction drawn to our parking lot when we’re trying to not have attention 
brought and people coming to our property where we have to manage people spacing and everything else. I don’t 
know if this is something we want to do at this time but feel free to chime in. 

- Stu Kipilman: Is this for a church in Dover, is that what this is for? 
- Response by Laurie Marks: It’s for Trinity Lutheran food pantry in Dover. 
- Stu Kipilman:  Do they have a parking lot? Response:  No. It’s like a soup kitchen. 
- Michael Ilardi:  I think it’s because it’s a White Meadow Lake Resident looking to do the collection in White 

Meadow Lake and looking for a location to do it in. 
- Charlie Bogusat: May I say, if they are just asking people to drop off food, it’s actually better for them to drop it off 

at Trinity Lutheran because there are so many people walking around here and nobody’s really watching. 
- Robert Torcivia: Is it possible that they would agree to whatever restrictions we want to put on it regarding 

distancing and number of people in the lot, and so on? I know that one drop off for a charity I worked with, 
everyone was told to stay in the car and one person was standing at the top of the lot and when you drove past 
you had your mask on, you rolled down your window, stayed in your car and they told you one out of the car at a 
time. So, it is very, very secure and worked out very well. I’d like to work if I can. You know, it’s a food pantry. 
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- Michael Ilardi: The problem is, are we suppose to police that or expect them to police themselves? That’s where 
the problem lies.  

- Steven Koenigsberg: I like the idea if it’s structured. If you want to do it, it will be on Saturday from 1-5 and it’s not 
like it is opened ended with a box there for the next five days. We do the birthday parades almost every day with 
like 80 cars in Beach 1 parking lot. Everyone gets there, stays in their cars and everyone leaves. It’s structured. No 
one gets out. It’s a wonderful thing. If they want to have one person there with a truck to collect food for a 3-hour 
window or whatever it is, I think that would be fairly easy for them to police as well as our security to drive by 
during that period to make sure they are following it.  

- Laurie Marks: How she told me this works is basically is everyone donating stays in their car. They have 4 items 
they are asking people to drop off and they have 4 boxes. As someone is driving in their car, the boxes are labelled 
beans, powdered milk, rice and gift cards and they pull up and drop off each item in the designated box without 
getting out of their cars. When the boxes get filled up, the MHHS students take the box and replace it with an 
empty one. It will only be Sunday, May 3rd for a handful of hours. 

- Question by Charlie Bogusat: Does somebody stay with the box? It seems to me I like the idea that Steve has if it’s 
structured it works and it’s well to help these people. Could you ask them if they could have someone stay with the 
boxes? 

- Response by Laurie Marks: She said that the students will be there, otherwise how would they know they are full, 
and they will be wearing masks and gloves.  

- Pat Degnan: I would like to see a limited number of hours, I would like us to help, not like 1-5 as that seems to be 
long. Maybe 1-3. I think we would have more control over it that way. 

- Question by Michael Ilardi:  Did they give you a time Laurie?  Response:  No, she did not. 
- Joanne Machalaba:  Can you tell them that the Board looked at this, is interested in helping and can they give us a 

bit more details like a 2-hour timeframe, people staying in their cars, have signs up saying “Do not get out or your 
car,” and the kids will be staying at a safe distance. Maybe if you get something in writing from them saying that 
this is the protocol they will follow, then I would be a little more willing to go forward to help them. 

- Charlie Bogusat: Or perhaps you actually outline the protocol that you would like them to follow. Instead of 
waiting for them for to tell us what their protocol is, extend the invitation and, however, please abide by these 
rules.  

- Joanne Machalaba:  This way they will own it if they write it. 
- Michael Ilardi:  Since it is May 3rd it would be nice to get consensus and answer tonight based on them following 

the protocols. I assume there will be parents there and involved. I assume if they are young kids, they will not be 
driving their cars there. We should come up with a consensus tonight because we then have to go back to them 
and it will be a long drawn out thing to make a decision. 

- Glen Katz: I think if we shorten the time period to 2-hours, a longer period might be more helpful. Everybody is 
kind of in a giving mood now and having 2-hours shortens the window and you might have a larger group of people 
coming at one time. Response:  Right, a traffic jam. People won’t keep their social distance, maybe. 

- Michael Ilardi:  It’s a Sunday and there is not a lot going on over there. I assume you’re talking about the clubhouse 
parking lot?  

- Laurie Marks:  You can’t do it at Beach 1 because that is the birthday party caravan parking lot.  
- Michael Ilardi:  Do you want to get back to them providing Laurie explains to them and makes sure they have adult 

supervision and follow the protocols? 
- Michael Lynch: I was just wondering how it is marketed or advertised? How do people know what they are going to 

be doing? Do we have to do something or do they do something? 
- Response by Michael Ilardi:  I would think it would all be on them. We would just be giving them permission to use 

the Clubhouse parking lot, let’s say 4-hours on Sunday. Laurie can email us the details and if someone has a conflict 
with what they are doing, they can address it to Laurie’s response and make the adjustment accordingly without 
having to have a phone vote or a consensus via email. We can come to a consensus tonight and Laurie can inform 
us of what their plan is and if we can allow it.  

- Response by Mark Kempner:  Sounds good Mike. Why don’t we do a quick consensus? 
- Consensus by a show of hands, except for the ones on phone can chime, that we allow them to do it on Sunday 

May 3rd, maybe up to 4-hours and they can let Laurie know what hours they think they can do it with adult 
supervision and standard protocols in place. 

- CONSENSUS to allow: 14 agree, 0 opposed 
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Swim Team – Pat Degnan 
- We are just going to do the applications for swim team online this year rather than trying to wait until we open the 

office. Michelle Cromwell has offered to help us with that. I will receive some of the emails too. 
- Question by Michael Ilardi:  Do you know what date you are going to start that request?  
- Response by Pat Degnan:  It’s already on Facebook as of tomorrow, I think.  
- Question by Michael Ilardi:  Are there any fees involved with swim team? We don’t have to collect any money and 

possibly refund it if not allowed? 
- Response by Pat Degnan: No, they will have to have their dues paid before the kids can swim.  

Athletics – Glen Katz 
- Update on the Playground:  
- Ryan and Michele have been doing a great job getting the funding together for it. I believe the check might have 

gone out. Response: Yes, the check was signed today. 
- We’re moving along with that. 
- Obviously, we’re playing everything else by ear. 
- Basketball Courts: We do have new backboards and rims for Beach 1 but we are obviously holding off putting 

them up till we are clear. I’m happy we did not take the rims down from the A-Field because I get a little nervous 
that something will break or whatever. I like the decision that we decided just to tie them up. It’s a little bit of a 
bummer that I can’t go down there with my son and shoot around, just me and him, but I do get it. I understand 
we are trying to curtail that activity. 

- Michael Ilardi: It was open in the beginning but it just got to the point where it wasn’t worth it trying to monitor it. 
Although it was not being abused. No one has been using them since they were closed.  

- I agree with the decision, it just kind of stinks. 
Lake & Lake Rec 

- Question by Stu Kipilman: Treatment of the lake - When will it be treated? Last year we waited and there was an 
issue with treatment of the lake. There were some issues. What is going to happen this year?  

- Joanne Machalaba: I can speak to last year. Last year we ended up having that brittle nyad that showed up late 
summer that was not due to lack of early treatment. 

- Stu Kipilman:  A decision was made about treatment, I remember at a seminar that it was brought to the attention 
that certain things were not done so, I certainly don’t want to wind up in the same position this year.  

- Joanne Machalaba:  Last year we said we would be more aggressive this year. We consciously looked at it and did 
not treat it last year again. Solitude has been out already. I know Mike Lynch, and Mike you can chime in, was out 
there, both Mike and I talked to them. We were not out on the boat due to social distancing. The lake is actually 
really clear. There are no signs of pond leaf showing yet. The lake is great. No treatment has been done yet.  So far, 
our suppliers have not indicated they have any supply issues or any problems coming as scheduled. They will start 
coming, alternating every other week – Princeton one, Solitude the other. So, we are on plan to have them come 
monitor and treat as needed. Mike, do you want to add anything further? 

- Michael Lynch: Yes, they were out on Tuesday, April 7th and as Joanne said there is nothing really to treat at this 
point. They will be back out next week and we will go from there. We are all over trying to keep everything treated 
and down and not having the same issues we had last year.  

Beach – Beverly Nemiroff 
- It hit us about mid-March, just when we were starting to take off. 
- Right now, we are in limbo.  
- We’re saying we’re moving forward with continuing to hire but we will wait until we get developments from the 

Governor as to when we will be shut down until.  
- As of right now, we only have 7 lifeguard applications to be hired. Part of that, I think, is what is happening here.  
- Our lifeguards trickle in very, very slowly. It starts in February with sending out emails and we do this until May 

with them. 
- We have proposals for CPO’s. Again, we have looked at them, we have decided on one. We are not presenting a 

motion. We are holding off for at least another month to see what we are going to get and what we will hear. It’s 
possible that what if we are told we cannot open the pools. That will make our decision. That’s why we are holding 
off. I don’t want contracts signed. The people I speak with, everybody knows what’s going on, everybody 
understands and gets it, and if it doesn’t happen, that’s it. Again, I have been joining many different webinars – 
whether it’s pool, or camp, just financial. There are so many out there and if you have time during the day you 
should log into some of these and they’re all free. Here’s a scenario, if they say we can’t open the pools until June 
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1st so that means yes we are not going to keep a schedule, we will not open the pools the beginning of May, we are 
not having our pre-season at the end of May because we are only opening in June. If they say we can do that, what 
we need to do though is open the pool two weeks before to keep it clean. If we do not open the pool at all it’s 
going to be a disaster if we say we are going to open the pool June 1st and we haven’t done anything yet. So, we 
have to keep that in mind. What that means is that CPO has to come in and clean that pool for us. That’s the real 
crutch here. We are really waiting. As I said we are still advertising and reaching out to lifeguards. I did it January 
and February and then go by word of mouth. At least five got their agreements thinking okay but it is not 
happening. I’ll send out another nice email and I’m hoping that we get a positive out of all of this.  

- Concession Stand:  Mr. Sam has interest again in coming back. I told her great but also told her that we are holding 
off on signing anything until we have a better idea of when it could happen. Instead of pushing papers through and 
going through all of that process and have them come back and tell them no. Everybody knows what happening.  

- The pools are really the most important and these are things that have to be discussed within the next month.  
- If we don’t open the pools but are opening the beaches, we still have to have lifeguards. 
- I’m waiting for the governor to tell us what’s happening. 
- Michael Ilardi:  That decision can’t be made for at least a month or so. If we open the pools two weeks later 

because of the timing of it I’d rather open them two weeks late than open it, spend all that money and not be able 
to use it. Especially that we are watching our money. Response:  Right. 

- Question by Michael Ilardi:  Regarding the camp counselors or the director rather, I know we have a contract with 
the Beach Front Director …  

- Response by Beverly Nemiroff: We do not have a contract, only 7 lifeguards and that’s it.  
- Michael Ilardi: When we do normally hire the Director and Water Front Manager, that’s a contract for the season. 

But if we do get to that point, we have to have a disclaimer in there that we have an out. It might be just a 
different wording than we usually use so we have an out. Response:  Right. 

Camp – Beverly Nemiroff 
- As far as camp goes, the Director & Assistant Director signed their camp agreements in the beginning of March.  I 

do not know if the agreements were finalized in the office. I did not receive copies.  Camp staff have been 
contacted and we continue to have on going communication. 

- Joanne Machalaba:  Can we take a look at the contracts that have either been put through or are pending to make 
sure there is language that would say something like we may hire you later in the season or not hire you at all so 
we don’t end up paying them for a season of work that they won’t be able to do? 

- Beverly Nemiroff:  Contracts from who specifically?  
- Joanne Machalaba:  Camp Director and Water Front Manager… (recording garbled and not clear) 
- Beverly Nemiroff:  As I mentioned, the Camp Director and Assistant Director did sign their agreements in the 

beginning of March and submitted them to the office.  I do not know if they were finalized, I did not receive copies. 
The Waterfront Manager title reflects the level of responsibility the waterfront person performs for the summer 
season.  All contracts are in the office. 

- Stu Kipilman:  What is our liability on contracts that are signed and if we can’t open the camp because the 
governor says they can’t congregate in groups? 

- Michael Ilardi:  Or we may not have the clientele to justify opening it. 
- Joanne Machalaba: That’s my question. I would like to (cut-off) 
- Beverly Nemiroff:     I think Camp is a much bigger issue for us working with the residents, staff and campers. 
- Joanne Machalaba: Any contracts we are preparing to enter into whether people, bus companies, CPO’s, I think we 

should just be cognizant at every committee level. Let’s make sure that we ask maybe for some legal input. 
- Beverly Nemiroff: What we know now is that none of us can move forward.  Companies are closed. Camp buses 

are a huge decision for camp. We are working this out with them and once they are able to continue their 
operations, we are looking at May, we should have that confirmed. 

- Attorney:  To address what Stu Kipilman said, I’ll just say that obviously, as you can imagine, this is a very hot topic 
right now. There are about 8 legal newsletters going around about this a day. Very basically, usually contracts have 
what is called a “force majeure” clause which means “act of God” clause where something like this happens, 
basically the whole contract is void because it is unforeseeable. But even if your contracts don’t have that, there 
are documents in New Jersey of impossibilities and impracticability, both of which if you had some horrible 
contractor that somehow pushed you to the wall on this and was just not going to let you out, you do have a legal 
out one way or another if the contract can’t be performed. For example, because we have executive orders out 
right now that basically makes all of this stuff illegal. One way or another, as far as the contracts you have in, they 
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are going to be void one way or another. I would just say as far as contracts moving forward, we have to be really 
super careful and not enter into any contracts that we don’t think we are going to be affected by the emergency 
order.  

- Michael Ilardi:  Very good, that’s how we will play it. Before any contracts go out, we will make sure that … 
(stopped, interrupted) 

- Beverly Nemiroff: One of the real big things with camp right now and the reports we received from the office from 
Ryan through March as you have heard, no one is sending anything in. That stopped as of April 3 or March 30th and 
nothing is coming in. The income we have received, we need to pay attention to because if we are told we cannot 
open camp, all monies must go back to the camp parents. This is not Country Club or POA money. Right now, when 
you look at the total amount of campers, yes, they are still low, but when I look at everything I also look at per 
week. How many campers we have per week which is contingent on how many campers and we know how much 
staff we need to hire.  

- Joanne Machalaba:  So, for Camp, that’s a good one, we know we have like 98 kids signed up. What’s the decision 
point when we have to pull the trigger on deciding if those are enough kids to make it worth running camp for the 
infrastructure expenses or, do we push camp opening out? Say we can open the Camp; they free us up and say you 
July? Would we open in July? For some thinking on, how many kids do we actually need to make it worthwhile to 
open camp and will we reach that number? Physically, are we going to be allowed to open camp?  

- Beverly Nemiroff:  Well, let’ just say physically we can. With 98 campers you can open this camp just the way it is 
on this small group. Again, what that does tell me is the staff needs to shrink, how the staff would be organized 
and with different responsibilities. That starts with the Director to Assistant Director and them adding additional 
time in the field with campers. 

- Michael Ilardi:  We can move off of this because we do not have to make a decision right now. We have 98 
campers now. A lot of those parents may say I’m not sending my kid to sit on a school bus or sit in groups with 
friends, no matter what the situation is. Plus, financially, and maybe there is one parent working from home now 
and they are going to say the kids can stay home, we don’t need to send them to camp. So, this is a decision that 
we will probably have to make the beginning of June. Even if we are allowed to have camp, where does the 98 
campers who signed up stand? They may come to us and say we are not comfortable sending my kids this year. We 
can make a decision probably in the beginning of June. 

- Michael Ilardi: Every month is going to be so different than the previous month at this point. Let’s wait until next 
Board meeting and see where we are at and maybe we can have a timeframe for a decision. Maybe at that point 
we can email the people that have signed up, and the camp community in general, asking how they feel at that 
point if they say we can open. Let’s see what the consensus is among our camping families on how they feel, what 
their situation is this year and if they are still attending before making a decision. 

- Joanne Machalaba: I see we paid like $4,000 on water testing. Is that a pre-payment or are they actually starting to 
test? 

- Response by Beverly Nemiroff:  No, that is a full payment to Garden State Laboratories for weekly chemical 
sampling for the beaches, swim lanes, the Drum and Circus pools. 

- Response by Michael Ilardi:  That’s the annual contract. 
- Response by Beverly Nemiroff:  It is billed annually and split between POA & Country Club. 
- Joanne Machalaba:  I want to make sure we don’t need them if we do not open these things and get our money 

back. One note to myself and the Board, please be more cognizant on contracts and the language to make sure we 
are not binding ourselves to anything should we need to not move forward and don’t get hit with the costs. 

- Pat Degnan:  On the water testing, it might be a good idea to continue water testing to make sure we don’t run 
into a problem should we be able to open. I’m thinking that’s not such a bad contract to have signed. 

- Michael Ilardi:  Joanne is not suggesting to not have the water testing if the beaches are open. If we can’t open the 
beaches we won’t care if there is a particular Wednesday were there are too many geese and the fecal count is a 
little high on a given Wednesday where they would tell us to close the beaches because the beaches are not going 
to be open. The water testing for the lake quality is something you have to do because you can’t use the lake. It’s 
not a one-year thing. It’s detrimental to the ecosystem to the lake for years ahead if we do not treat the lake. 
Testing the swim areas is only needed if there is going to be a swimmer in the water. So, if we get to the point 
where we are not going to be able to open the beaches, I would think like Rob said, there is an out to these 
contracts. I would think these companies that all our lake communities deal with would have the common decency 
not to come and say, you know what, you’re going to have to pay for no service when people are not allowed to 
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swim. That would be a pretty poor business practice and that would get spread around to all the lake communities 
that they treated us that way. We can fight those battles if we have to but I do not see that being an issue. 

- Charlie Bogusat:  I’m just going to ask if maybe Rob is going to give everybody an outline of that clause he was 
referring to before even though he felt we did not need that specific clause, so we can consider adding it to the 
contracts that we sign. 

- Attorney:  Oh, the “force majeure” clause. Yes, I will send you an email tomorrow and we can talk about adding it 
to future contracts.  Response:  Great, Thank you Rob. 

 

OLD BUSINESS None 
  

NEW BUSINESS 
            
Beverly Nemiroff Co-Chair, Beach Committee 
MOTION #2: Motion to have Sahara Sand provide 205 tons of sand at a cost of $23.40 per ton, plus tax 

not to exceed $4,800.00. Money will come from Line 503.02. It will not overspend the line. 
2nd by Michael Ilardi 

Discussion:  
- Joanne Machalaba:  It won’t be delivered until June. When do we actually have to place the order and bind us the 

money, in case we don’t open the beaches? 
- Response by Beverly Nemiroff:  Whenever we want. All I have to do is make a call and place the order.  
- Question: How long from that time – the placement of the order to the delivery? 
- Response:   A couple of days to a week.  
- Michael Ilardi:  We can pass the Motion tonight with the understanding that we are not going to place this order until 

we know we can open the beaches even if we don’t get the sand until mid-June or whenever. If we can’t open the 
beaches it doesn’t pay to replenish the sand at this point where it will wash into the lake over next winter. We can 
pass this Motion now with the understanding that we are not going to place the order until we know that we will be 

able to utilize the beaches. Does that sound like a good plan? Responses:  Yes/Agree.  Motion Carried 
 

FYI:  House Ops/Maintenance 
Hiring Olde World Restoration to replace the rake Boards on the Pavilion at the A-Field at a cost of $1,200.00. Money to come 
from Country Club. 
 

Michael Lynch  Chair, Lake Committee 
MOTION #3: Motion to hire Zetts Fish Farm and Hatchery, Inc. (see attached) to stock:  
 305 Crappie, 200 Yellow Perch and 236 Walleye at $3,420.53 from Line 521.03; and 
 38,500 Minnows at $2,999.36 from Line 522.17. 
2nd by Michael Ilardi 

Discussion:  
- Question by Stu Kipilman:  Are they put in at the same time? 
- Response: Yes, all at the same time. 
- Stu Kipilman: No, I’m looking at spring and fall. Usually there are two orders – one in Spring and one in Fall. 
- Response by Michael Ilardi:  The Spring stocking was done with the Trout and the breakdown of this is one is the bait 

fish, which is part of the maintenance program of the lake that was started about 3 years ago as suggested by Steve 
Souza.  

- Question by Mark Kempner:  Mike, will the big fish eat all the minnows? Response:  That’s the idea of the minnows.

           Motion Carried 
 

Kristen Neu  Officer-in-Charge, Legal & By-Laws Committee 

MOTION #4: The Late Fee Policy, as outlined in the Administrative Guidelines as Section T 1, indicates, 
"Dues for the current year and any special assessments received after May first (1st) will 
incur a late fee ..." 
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Late fees will not be imposed for 2020 dues unpaid up until July 1, 2020, but shall be 
imposed thereafter retroactive to January 1, 2020. 

 

Any future proposals for the change of this date in 2020 as established by the 
Administrative Guidelines, shall be by board motion, either at a board meeting, or by 
phone vote.      

2nd by Kim Stecher 

Discussion:  
- Michael Ilardi:  The late fees says “will not be imposed for 2020 dues unpaid up until July 1, 2020,” but the late fees 

starting July 1st will be back dated to January 1st. I do not know if that will be interpreted that way. July 1st, the dues 
are considered delinquent and the late fees would be back dated to January. This kind of sounds like there won’t be 
late fees the first six months of the year. 

- Kristen Neu:  Do you have alternate wording you would like to propose? Maybe the second … (didn’t continue) 
- Michael Ilardi:  Late fees should be charged starting July 1st dating back to January 1st. 
- Kristen Neu:  So, adding the word after thereafter, adding the phrase … 
- Several chimed in to say “retroactive” to January 1, 2020.  Response by Michael Ilardi:  Yes, that is fine. 
- Kristen Neu:  The line will read “Late fees will not be imposed for 2020 dues unpaid up until July 1, 2020, but shall 

be imposed thereafter retroactive to January 1, 2020.”  Response by Michael Ilardi:  Yes. 
- Michael Ilardi:  My second comment would be “Any future proposals ‘for the year 2020’…”  because otherwise you 

are basically changing the Guidelines.  
- Kristen Neu: Um, well the third part actually really, I don’t think needs to be mentioned. It would have to happen 

anyway. Um, it’s not like we are creating something new with the third portion. It was more a result I felt a discussion 
of the committee was suggesting maybe we extend it to August or September and the comment was let’s see how 
this plays out and if we do poll that there be a need for an extension, the Board can just vote in an extension.  

- Michael Ilardi:  I would put for this year because five years from now if the same situation happened and somebody 
did the same thing Joanne, Laurie and I did by moving the date without a Board vote, no one is going to be able to go 
back to this Motion. This Motion is really changing a policy that is in the guidelines. 

- Kristen Neu: No, it’s not changing any guidelines. It’s making an exception for what’s happening right now for 2020. I 
feel like 2020 is mentioned a lot in here because we wanted to be sure it is for only 2020 that someone did not pay 
dues in ’92 can’t get it waived today so this should not have any impact on (didn’t complete).  If something like this 
happens next year a vote would have to come up anyway regardless of what we did today.  

- Attorney: Because of the back and forth over this issue, what about the idea to possibly include that language, Kristen, 
and then have a plan to revisit this where we can talk about maybe actually changing the rule to explicitly say, 
because of all the confusion over the last couple of weeks, to explicitly say that a Motion is required or something like 
that. If this Motion were to be voted on, I do see it setting a rule which I don’t think we intend to do with this Motion. 
What about some sort of agreement where we could change the language to “ 2020 a Motion would be required for 
the rest of this year” and then we can all agree to actually revisit this if we want to do a rule change it has to be done 
by motion, or something like that. 

- Joanne Machalaba:  I like that Rob because having been involved with this in the heat of the moment and the 
discussion back and forth on making these changes in reaction to what we perceived to be a community need, I think 
the process is in question here, right? So, when the President and Board members are faced with these sorts of 
things, the Administrative Guidelines are in place but when does it need to be a full motion or consensus by the 
Board? I think that would be good to clarify. I agree with the 2020 if we make any additional changes it needs to be 
done with a vote by the Board for this year but going forward, I think it’s worth it discussing process around these 
more critical, urgent decisions that need to be taken.  

- Michael Ilardi: Very rarely does a decision happen without Board input. In the years I have been President, it was this 
decision with council of the treasurer and the collection agent and last year or two years ago to purchase a $750 sink 
that was extremely time sensitive to do was the only two times I did something between Board meetings that might 
have gone to committee otherwise. So, it’s not something that is being abused or is happening on a regular basis 
where things are being circumvented where the Board is not being included. We do not want to tie our hands from 
operating in between Board meetings and situations where decisions have to be made. Emergencies come up, 
hazards need to be addressed immediately, and like Joe Gordon always said for the few of who have been around 
since Joe Gordon, that he wrote the Constitution and the procedures to have enough flexibility so we do not have our 
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hands tied, word for word on everything that needs to be done. I don’t think I have abused my position. People have 
been involved in my decisions, even with the sink. As soon that decision was made, an email went out, which started 
the controversy of ordering the sink. Otherwise the project would have been done before the next Board meeting and 
nobody would have known and it would have been done. I don’t act that way.  We made the decision, and as soon as 
the decision was made, everybody was informed of it. That is what was done this time. I do not think we need to put 
policies in place to tie our hands from managing the company between Board meetings because there will be times 
where things can’t get done that need to be done. 

- Kristen Neu: I’m not sure what policies are being put in place, though. That’s what I’m not understanding. This is not 
an addition or an edit to the Guidelines. This is just an action that needs to happen because of the Guidelines, or 
Motion that needs to be formalized because of the Guidelines. 

- Michael Ilardi: What we did was address on record in the Minutes tonight. This is a Motion … (a few talking at once, 
not audible) … I’m just asking to put for this year just so five years from now if there is some kind of emergency and 
the date has to be moved that this Motion can’t be referenced that someone did not follow the Guidelines. They will 
look at the Guidelines, not at this Motion. 

- Roger Crook: I was wondering if the intent of Legal & By-Laws was for this specifically for calendar year 2020 or the 
intent was to change the Guidelines for all subsequent years? 

- Response by Kristen Neu:  No, Roger, the Motion references 2020 a few times. The Guidelines state that it is May 1st 
period, every year, all the time. We were looking to make that exception for July 2020. 

- Roger Crook: How about we add in the third part after the word “Any future proposals ‘for 2020’ for the change of the 
date as established by the Administrative Guidelines, shall be by board motion …”? Can we add that? 

- Kristen Neu:  It wouldn’t matter what year it was. It would have to be by Board vote.  
- Michael Ilardi: That’s what I am saying is that five years from now someone is not going to look at this. 
- Roger Crook:  (Talking but inaudible.) 
- Kristen Neu:  It doesn’t matter if it is in the Motion or not. If this happened a year or two years from now,  or anything 

close to this ever would happen, it would need a Board vote regardless of what we do tonight.  
- Michael Ilardi:  I then would not be in favor of it because someone would look at the guidelines and this is not in the 

guidelines. I mean Joanne you can chime in. You were involved in how the decision … (didn’t finish thought) If this 
should happen five years from now and someone made this Motion three years ago … (didn’t finish thought) 

- Attorney:  That was the only thing I was going to say. Kristen, you sent me this language ahead of time and maybe I 
was short sighted in adding my comments when you sent it to me. It almost is the way it is written. If you look at 
where it says “Any future proposals …” because everything does seem to be forgotten about unless it is written down, 
I feel like we often revisit the same thing over and over again and I do feel like it is setting a de facto rule if it says ... 
(shifted thought) I’m not even saying that it’s necessarily the wrong thing to do by setting that type of rule because  
we agree what Board action means and what Board action looks like. I’m just saying that I think that it is kind of 
effectively what the Motion is doing. I do think that the language that Roger mentioned  makes it just for this year. I’m 
not even saying we shouldn’t revisit it in the future and have this set as an explicit rule or something like that but I do 
feel like this does make it a de facto rule as written and we write in down in the Guidelines and you do see in the 
future that it requires a motion. Maybe that is the right thing to do but then maybe we should revisit as setting a new 
rule in the future or something like that. 

- Joanne Machalaba:  I’ll weigh in a little on this one. I think this is a broader question for this Board. We have 
Administrative Guidelines. The dues are one piece of it in the Administrative Guidelines. So, the question I have takes 
us back to process. So, any change to our Administrative Guidelines, do we want that to require a Board vote? I don’t 
know if you pluck this one out, in thinking this through, if we pluck this dues change out, and say this Administrative 
Guideline now requires a Board vote. What about any other Administrative Guidelines change?   

- Kristen Neu: Joanne, that’s my understanding it does. That’s why we made changes through the Administrative 
Guidelines throughout the years because maybe a process existed years ago and we weren’t following it so we 
changed the Guidelines to sure up with what our current practices are or vice versa. That’s why when I spoke to Rob, 
at least three weeks ago at this point in March, the indication was that if Legal & By-Laws was to have any input on 
the Motion of this topic or input on this topic it was to be a Motion because the Boards’ vote would be required. But 
then whatever things were posted to Facebook and emails sent after the fact, Rob then confirmed again we would 
need a Motion, so that is why we are doing this.  From the beginning that was the recommendation and 
understanding that changes to our Administrative Guidelines come with a motion. 

- Beverly Nemiroff:  I’m not quite following why this so important to have a Motion. This is an emergency situation, 
we’re in a quarantine pandemic and we’re all trying to work this out together. They did something, okay. They made a 
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decision to help our residents which is something we always seem to be voicing, let’s help the residents and make it 
easier for everybody. I don’t understand now why you want a motion to go forward and say this is what you have to 
do the next time around. I do not think it is necessary. I think we have to except the fact this is an emergency situation 
and we are doing the best we can. It is new to everybody and every single one of us sitting here. There are bigger 
things to tackle than whether we need to change the Guidelines again. 

- Kristen Neu: We’re not changing the Guidelines.  
- Attorney:  The last thing I would say on that Kristen is, if we agree that a motion is necessary to make this change, if 

we agree a motion is necessary to change the delinquent dues policy, I’m just saying that then it does seem redundant 
to have that Motion, let’s say we say it is necessary to change the dues date, have the Motion itself say and a Motion 
is necessary that is something I would think would clarify for future purposes. Now we agree going forward that a 
motion is necessary to do this, necessary to do that, and that is something I think we would revisit as far as a rules 
policy kind of thing rather than have it stated in the Motion. Here is our Motion to do this and, by the way, a motion is 
necessary.  

- Kristen Neu:  I agree with you. Like I said in the beginning, I didn’t think it was entirely necessary. It was more that the 
committee wanted to express that the date isn’t final. This is a fluid situation and a lot of things are changing 
throughout our country and this could go in different directions so it might need to change again. So, just letting the 
Board know that we acknowledge it could change again. The other option was maybe Legal & By-Laws would submit 
another date to consider but we felt we really did not need to do that since the July 1st date was already discussed.  

- Attorney:  If we could get everyone on Board with Roger’s language injection of “in 2020” and revisit this, Kristen is 
this something you could agree to on this? 

- Kristen Neu:  We can just remove the last sentence and put it in the explanation if that helps too. Like you said, it is 
redundant. You have to motion to change a Guideline whether it’s in a motion or not, it still has to happen.  

- Attorney:  I guess what I would say to that is the rules don’t explicitly say you must change by motion even if we agree 
that that’s the way they should be changed. I do think that is something to revisit as rules issue in the future. My 
suggestion would be to either add the clause to the language or remove that last piece of language. 

- Joanne Machalaba:  There are three things. 1. Just getting consensus that the Board is okay with what happened. It is 
too late to do that. We did talk about it at a prior Board meeting to some degree but we did not have the specific 
details what to do.  Are we good with what happened? Want to get it on the books. 2. A motion that says any future 
changes in 2020, which may or may not be required, if we change the dates again that would be a motion that would 
go to the Board or maybe a phone vote for timing. 3. Do we really want to make this a future standing requirement 
that any change in our dues structure must be a motion to the Board? 

- Kristen Neu:  It’s not any changes in the dues structure, it’s any exceptions or changes to the Guidelines. 
- Michael Ilardi:  Which in turns takes, I believe Section 34 of the Constitution, where President is in charge between 

Board meetings and can make a decision but you can’t make a decision if everything needs a Board vote. There are 
times where you do not have time to do a phone vote. Something can happen on a Friday evening that’s an 
emergency situation where you have to get a contractor on the property to do something and sure up a safety issue 
and then bring it to the Board’s attention afterwards. If we have something that says we can’t make that decision, 
even in an emergency, you have to have a phone vote. A phone vote has quite a few Guidelines. You have to have the 
office open to send it, you need a 24-hour waiting period for debate, then you can start voting and have to get nine 
positive votes to act. That could be on a holiday week-end and a 4-5 day waiting period where you couldn’t act in a 
situation. So, we have to be careful what guidelines and restrictions we put on a future Board for something we can’t 
perceive. I can guarantee last year I would never have foreseen this situation.  

- Attorney:  In response to that, that is why I feel like this a big, broader debate is to be had because, and I don’t know 
what section it is, the Constitution does say the “President shall be Chief Executive Officer of the Association and 
Chairman of the Board and during intervals between meetings of the Board of Directors and shall have general control 
and management …”   It basically says that the President acts as the Board in between meetings and emergency 
situations. Do we agree that this is an emergency situation? Maybe that is the conflict and that is the debate. If we put 
explicit language in saying that a motion is required, it’s taking away that power in the Constitution for when we all 
agree that there is an emergency situation. So, that’s why I think leaving that language in the Motion. It is a broader 
issue and a broader debate to be had about who has what power and I think that if we remove that language or tweak 
that language in the Motion, I think the Motion would easily pass and everyone would agree to it. That’s what I would 
say about that. 
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- Robert Torcivia: So, really the word that we are struggling here with is emergency. That’s what it comes down to. So, 
is it an emergency to the examples we heard i.e. it’s a holiday weekend, the sink had to be purchased because we had 
a rental coming in? Is that an emergency or not? 

- Michael Ilardi:  Not as an emergency. If you put a policy in place where you have to have a Board vote for something 
that is in the Guidelines there will be emergencies. I am not saying the sink was an emergency, the sink was of 
extreme time sensitive. It was not an emergency. 

- Robert Torcivia:  Understood. Section 34 does not have the word emergency in it at all.  
- Attorney:  It’s not Section 34 Rob, it’s a different section. I will see if I can pinpoint it for you. 
- Michael Ilardi:  You do not have to have an emergency for the President to act between Board meetings. The 

President can act between Board meetings on any random items which … (cut off) 
- Mark Kempner: Mike, when I was President, I interpreted it as the President runs the day-to-day operations of the 

Association and if he has to do something between Board meetings and called for some sort of action, he could do it. 
Now, I left the room and if we’re talking about making Dues decisions that is something bigger that you would want 
the Board involved in. Basically, you as President make day-to-day decisions and if you have to make them in between 
Board meetings, or not, you can. It depends on the severity of the decision, I guess. I left the room for a moment and 
was not sure if this was in regard to some decision you made with regard to dues. 

- Michael Ilardi:  I did not, we did. 
- Attorney:  Rob, the word “emergency” was my word, not anyone else’s word. The section of the Constitution to look 

at is Section 38. Just an FYI. 
- Robert Torcivia: I think that is really the question that I think we can resolve with this particular Motion. This Motion is 

just about 2020 and we can separate that maybe from the future discussion as to whether or not Section 38 needs to 
be amended. It may not be and I’m not saying it does. I’d like input from Mike and Mark to discuss whether or not 
that makes sense and what instances have you come up against in your own presidencies where you have a big 
problem with an emergency or not. I think the question here was why not do a phone vote. To me that should be the 
first consideration. Why do a phone vote or why can’t we do a phone vote?  In this scenario, at the committee level, a 
discussion that revolved around this particular Motion had a lot to do with why did this have to be done in 24-hours. 
Why would there have been a problem to do it in 48-hours by phone vote? I think that was the main question, right?  

- Michael Ilardi:  Agreed that it could have been a phone vote. When we were doing it that day with the feedback we 
were getting, the office was working from home, the Board already came to a consensus at the last Board meeting 
about extending the late fees until July, it was a two-month extension. It could have waited two more days to have 
the phone vote but from the feedback we were getting was consistent and getting angrier that the Board did not care, 
the POA does not care about it’s people, they’re doing nothing, even the government has pushed the tax payment 
three months, and the Board is doing nothing. Even that 24-48 hours, Joanne, Laurie and I thought, you know what, 
we should do it now since it was already discussed somewhat with the late fees and we thought, you know what, let’s 
get this out there as soon as we can to calm the fires so more people didn’t continue to do it. And other people said 
why am I going to pay my dues if this isn’t open and that isn’t open. We were struggling with the boat dock sign-ups 
and trying to get that process in place and we had angry people on that end that had boats we were trying to address. 
I mean, Joanne, me and the office this month, if you can see the emails we received and the stuff we have been 
dealing with, and I’m not complaining about it, but there has been awful lot has been going on and we were making 
decisions to the best of our ability, not trying to step on anybody’s toes, do something behind anyone’s back, and 
thinking we had the pulse of the Board, which is constantly working towards the community. We don’t sit here for 
hours on end at different committee meetings and volunteering our time to run programs. The amount of time it 
takes to do those events like Comedy night and everything else, without the betterment of the community at heart. 
When we did this, we felt we had the pulse of the Board and would have their support since it was somewhat 
addressed at the previous Board meeting to act the way we did. It was not anything to step on anyone’s toes, or say 
let’s do what we want to do and they won’t be able to change it. That never crossed our minds. All three of us were 
hesitant to do it for different reasons. We did what we thought was best to help the community and make them feel 
better. It might not help them because they still have to pay. Everyone was anxious, people were losing their jobs, 
they did not know if their grandmother was going to die next week or what the news was, so, we acted quickly. It’s 
not anything I think was abused. All the years when I was here when Mark and Joy were Presidents, going back to 
when Charlie was President, and Gerry Primavera was President, I don’t think any of us over stepped our authority on 
any level. You’re putting it out there as if we did something negligent or to step on somebody. I don’t think we did. 

- Joanne Machalaba:  I think this, in my mind, comes down to a judgment call that we made. I hear that some Board 
members would like this to be formalized so, let’s go back to my three points. Do we need to formalize to the Board 
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that we have a consensus to the decision that was taken was right and get that on record? Are there any Board 
members that dissent to the decision we made we can get it on record? Is there a need to do that?  

- Kristen Neu:  I don’t think you would get much opposition. We wrote this Motion thinking there would be 
overwhelming support.  

- Joanne Machalaba:  I think the Board and the initial discussion at the last meeting, the Board was generally in favor of 
making some relief for our residents, so, we came up with what we did. The second part, I think, is do we want to put 
a Motion in place to say no further dues changes will be made without a Motion and a Board vote? 

- Michael Ilardi: Yes, for 2020. 
- Joanne Machalaba:  I’m fine with that. So that’s the next thing that maybe we can just rally around what we want to 

do about future 2020 dues changes should we happen to need to make additional dues changes. Do we think we want 
to endorse this Motion with the language that would solidify that?  

- Michael Ilardi:  My only issue with this last sentence, if you could put like Roger said, add “for 2020.” If you want to go 
back and change the Guidelines where they address the dues, … (Joanne stopped him here and said let’s get to that 
next) 

- Pat Degnan:  I think we can solve this by eliminating the last two sentences or adding what Roger suggested. Then we 
are not tying anybody’s hands, we’re giving the authority when it’s needed and it’s not like it has been abused.  

- Roger Crook:  Right. 
- Joanne Machalaba:  This Motion, Kristen, do you want to read what we have so far to make this Motion apply just to 

2020? Then we will go to the Broader thing. 

- Roger Crook:  I think we add the words after the word “thereafter ‘calculation’….” And then after “Any future 
proposals for ‘2020’ …”  If we change it to read that way, we should then vote on that or we’re not. We had the 
discussion about changing the spectrum of the whole Administrative Guidelines in a separate session.  

- Michael Ilardi:  Correct. 
- Kristen Neu:  This is not about editing the guidelines. There is no proposed change to the Guideline here. 
- Roger Crook:  Exactly. Let’s pinpoint it. Let’s make it specific for the purpose intended.  
- Kristen Neu:  What’s the proposal for changing the last line? Or removing it? 
- Michael Ilardi:  I think if you put “Any future proposals for the change of this date in 2020 as established by the 

Administrative Guidelines, …”  
- Joanne Machalaba:  That will solve this year’s situation relative to dues. Response:  Correct. 
- I will vote on that. Then the Rules Policy question about Administrative Guidelines, Dues and other Administrative 

Guidelines, and what requires a Board vote/Motion I think needs a broader discussion. In light of the Constitution that 
sort of allows Presidential authority along with whoever the President taps into. I can tell you I wrestled with this. I 
went back and looked at my email chain with Mike on it. I kept saying should we tell the Board, well the Board kind of 
knows, we sort of had consensus to do it, so, I think it would be helpful to maybe to go through our Administrative 
Guidelines and clarify for people when do things raise up to emergency, or whatever lingo we want to use, and when 
do we really need to get Board approval. I do not know. A lot of stuff is judgment calls.  

- Michael Ilardi:  Right, and that’s the way it was designed. Response by Joanne:  Right.  
- Joanne Machalaba:  I think it’s worth going through those and maybe thinking through and having past Presidents or 

other people who have a long sitting history on the Board to go over the other crisis situations the Board has been 
faced with where decisions had to be taken and these are real life examples that maybe we can learn from. In this 
case, Mike, I know there was some time sensitivity around this but could we have waited 24-48 hours?  

- Kristen Neu:  This was not an emergency. I brought it up in March that we were working on this so come April if you 
wanted to make the change, we already waited from March so what’s another 24-48 hours.  

- Joanne Machalaba:  A lot of these things in hindsight so well we could have done that, but in the heat of the moment 
you’re doing the best you can, assuming good intent of everyone and making judgment calls in the best interest of the 
community.  

- Kristen Neu:  Moving forward, just a recommendation, if anyone has questions on whether something is underneath 
the privileges allowed by the Constitution or not, reach out to Legal & By-Laws or reach out to our Attorney. I had my 
interpretation when I looked at this way back in March, like over four weeks ago. I asked Rob his interpretation 
because I didn’t want to take any action or waste any time on something I was missing. What we came to was 
something like this that informed the Board way back in March was that we would need a Motion and I started 
working on a Motion. It just so happened it was three weeks before the Legal & By-Laws committee meeting, so, were 
prepared to wait until that time unless someone felt it needed to go to a phone vote, but no one shared that concern 
and we did not bring it up and expedite it to be a phone vote. 
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- Pat Degnan:  I think we are confusing the Constitution with our Guidelines and I think a really strong document is our 
Constitution and that’s what we need to follow. The Guidelines are just that, guidelines. They are not a set of rules to 
have to be followed but we do follow it to make our lives a lot easier as Board members because they tell us some of 
the things from the Constitution that we should do. It is not set in stone. I think the Constitution is our real guideline.  

- Suzie Palazzo:  We need the revised wording for the Motion.  
- Kristen Neu:  We changed the wording and need to reread the Motion before voting on it. Suzie, you don’t have to 

worry about writing it down. I will email it to you. 
- Robert Torcivia:  Before we vote, I just want to make sure it is on the record that the committee in discussing this 

thought that there was anything underhanded going on or anything wrong with what the three people decided to do. 
It was not about that and we were not thinking about that they had done anything wrong at all. It was more of a 
matter that procedurally, how should this be done. I think we had gotten the interpretation from our attorney that 
this particular thing we were working on should have a motion. That’s all. So, that’s all we wanted to do was have this 
Motion and I think it got tangled up with this kind of secondary discussion about when should it be a Motion and 
when is it okay to have a unilateral decision by the Executive Board or just the President if it’s an emergency or 
whatever. That just needs to be clarified and is a totally separate issue, I think. I just want to make sure everyone 
knows that Legal & By-Laws was not opposed to it and nobody on the committee were thinking that something was 
wrong that happened. That's not what the discussion was. It was more about clarifying our own procedures.  

- Attorney:  Rob, the last thing I will say to that, just based on the conversation, and there as been so much back and 
forth over this over the last couple of weeks, in the last maybe two weeks I think there was maybe, again this was my 
word, and I regret having said it in the first place, but I think there was maybe more of a sense of emergency that 
maybe the rest of the Board was not aware of, and that I was not aware of. I agree with you that it is something that 
has to be revisited down the road. I think there was more of a sense of emergency, I think Joanne would attest to 
that, then maybe people were even aware of based on what was being heard from by residents. 

- Kristen Neu:  In support of what Rob Torcivia said, there is a reason the Motion is reflective of what happened. We 
had already written it that way, before it happened, and if the committee felt they wanted to do something different 
the Motion would have said something different. But it is not, it is reflecting what already happened. We wrote it and 
already had it on our agenda, that was at the top of our agenda, we already talked to our attorney, we already started 
writing a motion and doing the research and then a decision was made. So, it ended up having to be corrective but it 
was on our agenda all along. Maybe we would have come up with the same thing, I don’t know, but we did not have 
an issue with it and we wrote a Motion for what had occurred.  

- Kristen Neu:  Read the revised Motion, as reflected above, to be voted on.   Motion Carried 
 
Michael Ilardi  President, Wage & Salary Committee 

MOTION #5:  Motion to establish the Wage & Salary Committee. 
2nd by Mark Kempner 

Discussion: 
- Expressed that the Wage & Salary Committee was named back in October 2019 at the re-org meeting. 
- Michael Ilardi expressed that he did not think he did it at the re-org. 
- Kristen Neu: I was curious why the treasurer was not on it and curious why there is no representation for all the 

lifeguards, Camp and counselors. It was definitely done in October.  
- Joanne Machalaba:  Wants to go on record requesting, as Treasurer, to be on the committee. I think it is pertinent to 

my role and responsibility.          Withdrawn 
 

DISCUSSION:  Wage & Salary 
Scot Desort:  

- Expressed that he personally never understood the whole point of it, to be honest with you. Thought it is weird that it 
is done separately from the Board.  Response by Michael Ilardi:  It is always brought to the Board. 

Scot Desort:   
- I understand but just wondering why the discussion is done separately and privately from the general Board? 

Mark Kempner:   
- Scot, it’s too much information, pieces of documents from the office, it’s reviews, there are 17 Board members and I 

think it would be impossible. You are picking 5 Board members you have confidence in to review it and then the Board 
has the final say. To try and have a Wage & Salary Committee meeting in closed caucus with 17 people would be 
impossible. 
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Beverly Nemiroff: 
- Expressed that the Board does not have a lot to say when you come up with the wage and salary because the 

decisions are already made. Paper work is not handed out to anyone to see. 
Mark Kempner:   

- I disagree. We’ve gone over groups of individuals; we’ve given you the salary ranges. We’ve allowed everybody in the 
past, including Mike, to let you know what our suggestions are, and we’ve always let any board member say well I 
disagree with this guy, that gal, and I think we should do more for so and so, or less for someone else. It’s a very 
productive meeting in closed caucus. We have guidelines from Wage & Salary 

Beverly Nemiroff: 
- Expressed that for the Board members who do not agree, you do not give them enough time to voice their opinion. 
- Expressed that you already made your decisions in Wage & Salary, the decisions are already done. 

Michael Ilardi: 
- The committee always asks the entire Board for input to the Wage & Salary Committee and they are invited to meet 

with Wage & Salary to give their input to the committee. 
Mark Kempner: 

- Last year there was plenty of time for us to review. We did make changes based on it for at least three different staff 
members and everyone had a chance to look at it and respond.  I’m not sure why you think Wage & Salary, which I am 
not on now, hasn’t given people the chance. 

Beverly Nemiroff: 
- I’m not disagreeing, it does work. I was on it, I believe that it is trustworthy, but I do not agree with the way it is 

presented to the Board when it is completed. 
Stu Kipilman: 

- We can look at it from a committee standpoint and do a better job. 
Michael Ilardi: 

- As for the person who has lifeguards, those are not addressed by Wage & Salary. Wage & Salary does ranges for part-
timers, and those committees do the salaries for Beach and Camp employees.  

Mark Kempner: 
- We have always asked the Board to give us input on staff members and the Board never did, at least when I was 

there. They relied on us and we came back to them. I don’t know how it has been with Mike for the last few years.  
Response by Michael Ilardi:  I have always asked. 
 
Michael Ilardi  President, Wage & Salary Committee 

MOTION #6: Motion to amend the Wage & Salary Committee. 
2nd by Mark Kempner 

Discussion:           
- This is to supersede who was selected in October. 
- I think I always had the treasurer involved in Wage & Salary because they are the financial institution of the company. 
- In October, Pat dealt with the employees and Joanne was just coming on.  
- Pat Degnan was on it for the two years she was treasurer. 
- My thinking was because we meet at the end of the year, I kept Pat on it because Pat was involved with the 

employees up until October as Treasurer. 
- I told Joanne at the time when she asked me, I said I had the treasurer on, Pat was the treasurer for 10 months and 

that when I form the new committee, I would put the new treasurer on. That is what I said and I am keeping my word 
to that.  Who I named in October, that was really to finish the year because we do Wage & Salary in December, the 
year-end, for January raises. So, now we are into the new year and that’s why I am naming it now. 

- Kristen Neu:  Mike, maybe we should have Wage & Salary on a Calendar year, whereas all the other committees are 
on the Board year to be concurrent for term. Do you know what I mean? 

- Michael Ilardi:   
o Right, because we do the raises, sometimes we end up late for some reason and still working on it in January, 

when we meet. That’s really how it should be because that’s how we operate. 
o I always ask the Board for input. Like Stu and Mark said, we don’t always get it. Everybody is always invited 

to meet with us to bring stuff to our attention.     Motion Carried 
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GOOD & WELFARE  
 

Scot Desort asked if there was anyone who wants to speak. There is a little icon that says raise hand. I will then call your name 
and unmute you. 
 

Gerry Primavera – 29 West Lakeshore Drive 
- With great interest I have been watching you folks tonight. 
- I would just like to thank all of you for your concern for the community.  
- The actions taken trying to balance our financial responsibilities to the facility as well as the residents, I’m glad you 

were able to extend the date to July 1st.  
- I did have great concern a few weeks ago when I wrote emails to a few of you about the SBA grants and loans. Our 

Country Club, which I do not consider to be a community organization, maybe Joanne can just explain a little bit 
further about not being eligible for some of those. Our Country Club has a bar, comedy rentals, and I don’t know the 
depths/outcome of Festival Day but I think there are a lot of contracts there. This is a business that is suffering a lot of 
revenue and like other businesses they are eligible so I don’t know just because … the White Meadow Lake POA 
community association why they might be, for any reason, not eligible. Joanne, maybe you can comment at another 
time. 

- The other thing I wanted to say was, you know, in regards to a lot of emphasis was put on people to pay their dues 
when taking out boat docks and signing up for other operations. We must remind our lakefront property owners that 
to use the lake with their boats, and I see a lot of them out there, they also need to have paid their dues. It was not 
carte blanche from July 1st to not pay dues. If you are using the facilities, we fully expect everyone to be paying. Some 
of us paid in January because that’s when we thought they were due. We don’t get to print money as the government 
does. We cannot encumber funds from year to year. We don’t have the bank that many large corporations have. So, 
the ability to have extended dues to July 1st was great but I hope people understand we do not have a large cash of 
money just to defer dues. 

- Final comment regarding the very difficult conversation for the past 45 minutes about guidelines and powers, as past 
president and treasurer, I have to conquer that we don’t want to hobble the Constitutional ability to … issues (rattling 
overpowered talking) and I fully understand the various opinions that were expressed about the fact that those 
decisions were made. I support them but I also appreciate maybe from a person who didn’t get a call or wasn’t in the 
know, how they may feel.  

- I thank you all for your service and for all you are doing for the community. You kept the lake treated, Maintenance 
working, and you didn’t lay everyone off and have them going to unemployment. You had the office staff providing 
services to our people so they could get out and use the lake. This lake is a jewel and a gem and, hopefully, despite 
the COVID-19, our residents will be able to continue to use that lake. It is something that other communities do not 
have. It’s a wonderful, wonderful thing for psychological reasons. I am glad you are all working together. Thank you 
very much. 

- Board members said thank you to Gerry. 
Joanne Machalaba - 47 Lakeshore Drive 

- I can comment really quickly on Country Club also not qualifying for the PPP. The plan is based on the number of 
employees and payroll and it would be minimal. We also laid those people off who are part of PPP’s requirement that 
you cannot lay off employees. There are no hostesses and bartenders. Also, because it is a community organization, 
they do not qualify. We seriously did consider that. In a nutshell, that’s the answer to that. 

- Response by Gerry Primavera:  Thank you very much. I do know that salaries for Country Club also goes to office staff 
and there is some salary, you have some teachers that are working and I was hopeful that would have helped. Thank 
you. 

Suzie Palazzo – 55 White Meadow Road 
- Gerry, you said something about the residents paying dues before using their boats. I just want you to know that 

anybody that I have communicated with, which is a lot of emails to residents, that we asked them, and expect them, 
to pay their dues prior to them utilizing their spots. The wording in our emails says “We ask you to please pay your 
dues prior to utilizing your spots.” 

- Response by Gerry Primavera: That has been very clearly communicated especially on Facebook and some of the 
postings. I was referring to the chosen few that have lakefront properties. We are using 2019 stickers right now so 
what I am saying is that until such time that we do a mass mailing of stickers, or stickers be picked up, it’s just a 
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matter of honor. There are about 140-150 lakefront owners that sometimes feel that, you know, hey my boat is in the 
water, what do I have to worry about. I would never do that. Thanks guys. 

- Michael Ilardi:  That’s a good point. Maybe we can post something on our pages that lakefront boat owners must have 
their dues paid prior to utilizing their boat in the lake. We can put it out there. Maybe they assume they have until 
July, and some of them not trying to be sneaky, but we are making everyone else utilizing the facilities and have a 
boat spot to pay their dues. It would be fair to request that of them. Maybe the lake committee and the office 
tomorrow can come up with something to post and hopefully they are honest enough to abide by it.  

 
 

Michael Ilardi Motion to adjourn meeting at 10:30 p.m. 
2nd by Pat Degnan 

 
Thank you everybody. Stay healthy. 
 

Next Board Meeting is Wednesday, May 20th @ 8:00 p.m. 
 
 
 
 
Respectfully submitted,       
      
Debra-Ann Chait 
Recording Secretary       APPROVED BY: ____Michael Ilardi__________ 

             Michael Ilardi, President 


